The Olive Tree Initiative at UC Berkeley’s Month of Ideas presents:

A two-part event:  

Visions of Nationalism

PART I: What is the meaning of a Jewish state?

Wednesday, April 3
7:30PM -- 54 Barrows

Daniel Sokatch - President of the New Israel Fund
Rabbi Adam Naftalin-Kelman - Rabbi of Berkeley Hillel
Professor Yaacov Yadgar - UC Berkeley Political Science, Visiting Israeli Scholar

PART II: Histories of Palestinian Nationalism

Thursday, April 11, 8:00pm

Professor Khalil Barhoum - Stanford University Professor of Literature, Culture, and Languages
Jackie Husary - National General Coordinator for the Palestinian Youth Movement
Omar Shakir - JD candidate, Stanford Law School, Fulbright Scholar (Syria), 2007-2008, Founding President, Stanford Students for Palestinian Equal Rights

This event is ASUC Sponsored and ADA Accessible